What is Presence Point?

Our Workshops
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practical, and the message influences
“At Presence Point, our hope is to help you

—Holly Culhane
CEO and Founder

mom, a blue-collar supervisor, an intern,

A leader is not defined by a position of

to live into your calling; to shepherd well
growth, and guidance.”

It doesn’t matter if you’re a CEO, a single
a pastor, or an entrepreneur…

people to action.

those around you looking for support,

You were
called to lead!

power. A leader is defined by his or her
Presence Point supports leaders by helping them
intentionally live into their calling as shepherds
in the lives of those they lead. Subscribe to our
email newsletter, read our blogs, watch our vlogs,
download the free app, and follow us on facebook
and Twitter. 
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potential to influence the lives of others
in a positive way.
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The Leader’s Shield
The Leader’s Shield, a Biblically-based leadership
model, is grounded in the intersection of three pivotal
elements of leadership. By shepherding well, you can
fulfill your calling as a leader and act as a shielder of
those you lead.
Discover how the God-inspired concept of shepherding
others will change how you parent, pastor, supervise,
manage, and influence those in your life. Shepherding
is a universal Godly leadership principle that will
challenge you to live into your calling as a leader.
Once you experience a Presence Point workshop, and
“The power of your message penetrates
quickly into issues of the heart as well

fully understand how shepherding applies to your life,
you’ll never look at leadership the same way again!

“Shepherd leadership is all about servant
leadership in action. Everyone should
recognize that their job is to provide,
protect, and be present for their people.

as into the role and responsibilities of

Applying this model will make a difference

the shepherd…”

in their lives and yours.”

—Phil Hodges
Co-Author of Lead Like Jesus and
Lead Like Jesus Revisited

“It’s right, it’s real, and it’s convicting.”
—Patrick Lencioni

—Ken Blanchard, Ph.D.
Author of New One Minute Manager
Co-author of Lead Like Jesus Revisited

Author of Five Dysfunctions of a Team, The Advantage, The Ideal Team Player
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